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ruxene-based donor materials
with promising photovoltaic parameters for
organic solar cells†

Muhammad Usman Khan,a Javed Iqbal, *bc Muhammad Khalid,*d Riaz Hussain,e

Ataualpa Albert Carmo Braga, f Munawar Hussaind and Shabbir Muhammad gh

To address the increasing demand of efficient photovoltaic compounds for modern hi-tech applications, efforts

have been made herein to design and explore triazatruxene-based novel donor materials with greater

efficiencies. Five new molecules, namely M1–M5, were designed by structural modification of acceptor moiety

(rhodanine-3-acetic acid) of well known experimentally synthesized JY05 dye (reference R), and their

optoelectronic properties are evaluated to be used as donor molecules in organic solar cells. In these molecules

M1–M5, triazatruxene acts as a donor unit and benzene spaced different end-capped moieties including 2-(4-

(dicyanomethylene)-2-thioxothiazolidin-3-yl)acetic acid (A1), (E)-2-(4-(1-cyano-2-methoxy-2-oxoethylidene)-2-

thioxothiazolidin-3-yl)acetic acid (A2), (Z)-2-(30-ethyl-40-oxo-2,20-dithioxo-30,40-dihydro-20H,5H-[4,50-
bithiazolylidene]-3(2H)-yl)acetic acid (A3), (Z)-2-(40-(dicyano-methylene)-30-ethyl-2,20-dithioxo-30,40-dihydro-
20H,5H-[4,50-bithiazol-ylidene]-3(2H)-yl)acetic acid (A4) and 2-((4Z,40E)-40-(1-cyano-2-methoxy-2-

oxoethylidene)-30-ethyl-2,20-dithioxo-30,40-dihydro-20H,5H-[4,50-bithiazolylidene]-3(2H)-yl)acetic acid (A5)

respectively, as acceptor units. The electronic, photophysical and photovoltaic properties of the designed

molecules M1–M5 have been compared with reference molecule R. All designed molecules exhibit reduced

energy gap in the region of 1.464–2.008 eV as compared to reference molecule (2.509 eV). Frontier molecular

orbital (FMO) surfaces confirm the transfer of charge from donor to acceptor units. All designed molecules M1–

M5 exhibited an absorption spectrum in the visible region and they were broader as compared to that of

reference R. Especially, M5 with highest lmax value 649.26 nm and lowest transition energy value 1.90 eV was

accredited to the strong electron withdrawing end-capped acceptor moiety A5. The highest value of open

circuit voltage (Voc) 1.02 eV with respect to HOMOdonor–LUMOBTP-4Cl was shown by M5 among all investigated

molecules which was 0.15 V larger than reference molecule R. The designed molecule M5 is proven to be the

best candidate for both electron and hole transport mobilities due to its smallest le (0.0212 eV) and lh (0.0062

eV) values among all studied molecules.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a great interest in clean energy
around the world due to a rapid increase in global development
and environmental pollution. To meet the current demand of
energy, the usage of fossil fuel reserves is at its peak. The most
prospective method to solve the energy crisis is to convert solar
energy into electrical energy. The promising approach of con-
verting sunlight directly into electricity is achieved via the use of
solar cells. Due to large advantages including high power
conversion efficiency (PCE), non-toxicity, stability and abun-
dance, silicon had been widely used in solar cells. But recently,
owing to its non-tunable energy levels, brittleness and high cost,
a drastic decrease in the use of silicon has been noticed. On the
other hand, various advantages of organic solar cells such as
tunable energy levels, light weight, easy processability and low
cost have made them efficient alternative devices.1–5 Metal-free
organic sensitizers have been largely explored recently for
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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their environmentally friendly characteristics, low cost, facile
synthesis, high molar extinction coefficient and their structural
diversity.6 Mostly, the structure of organic sensitizers adopts the
donor–p-bridge–acceptor (D–p–A) conguration which facili-
tates the intramolecular transfer of electron charge density
from D to A units aer passing through a p-bridge.7–9

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are getting impor-
tant considerations nowadays owing to their versatile optical
and electronic properties and large number of applications in
organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs),10 organic photovoltaics
(OPVs)11 and organic eld-effect transistors (OFETs).12 Among
different PAHs, triazatruxene (5,10,15-triethyl-10,15-dihydro-
5H-diindolo[3,2-a:30,20-c]carbazole) abbreviated as TAT is a p-
extended conjugated C3-symmetric planar structure with strong
electron donating capability due to its electron-rich architec-
ture.13–15 The TAT structure is a symmetric indole cycle-trimer
with extended delocalized p-system in which three indole
units form an overlapping framework combined by one
benzene ring.16 Due to electron-rich structure and strong
potential for intramolecular charge transfer (ICT), TAT presents
immense probable applications in hole transporting materials
with high hole mobility,16,17 uorescent sensors,18 organic
lasers,19 OFETs,12 liquid crystal displays (LCDs),20 OPVs,21

OLEDs,22 two-photon absorption (TPA)23 and nonlinear optics
(NLO).24 The photo-electronic properties on the other hand are
strongly inuenced by electron acceptor units because injection
of the electrons from dye molecule to semiconductor surface
takes place through acceptor segments.25,26

Therefore, an electron-decient acceptor segment is crucial
to induce donor to acceptor charge transfer.27 In series of
organic dyes, strong electron-withdrawing capable rhodanine-3-
acetic acid has been used. For instance, rhodanine-3-acetic acid
containing indoline-based dye D149 produced 9.03% PCE
value.28 Similarly, by substituting n-octyl group onto the rho-
danine ring of D149 dye gave PCE of 9.52% in another indoline
dye D205.28 Thus, taking the clue from increase in PCE by
substitution on the rhodanine ring, we come across a dye JY05
(ref. 29) containing TAT as donor unit and benzene spaced
strong electron-withdrawing capable rhodanine-3-acetic acid,
and designed ve new molecules M1–M5 by substituting rho-
danine ring with different end-capped acceptor moieties. The
electronic, photophysical and photovoltaic properties of
designed molecules M1–M5 were compared with reference dye
JY05 (R) and highly effective donor materials with efficient
acceptor moieties were recommended for their use in organic
solar cells.

2. Computational procedure

The entire quantum chemical calculations in this study were
performed with the help of Gaussian 09 program package.30 The
Gauss View 5.0 (ref. 31) program was used for making input les
and visualization of results. Initially, gas-phase geometry opti-
mization without symmetry restrictions of reference compound
(R) was made employing density functional theory (DFT)
calculations at ve exchange–correlation (XC) functionals
B3LYP,32 CAM-B3LYP,33 MPW1PW91,34 uB97XD,35 LC-BLYP36
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
and two basis sets 6-31G(d,p), 6-311G(d,p) combination. The
selection of best available level of theory and basis set was made
by simulating the absorption spectrum (lmax) of reference
compound (R) employing time dependent density functional
theory (TD-DFT) calculations at B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP,
MPW1PW91, uB97XD, LC-BLYP functionals and 6-31G(d,p), 6-
311G(d,p) basis sets.37–44 The lmax of R obtained theoretically (in
gas and solvent phase) was compared with the experimental
data for validation of theoretical methods.37–44 A good agree-
ment with experimental lmax value of R is shown by B3LYP/6-
311G(d,p) level of theory. Therefore, this level of theory was
selected for further calculations of designed molecules (M1–
M5). The frequency analysis followed by the geometry optimi-
zation was executed for further conrmation of stability asso-
ciated with the optimized geometries of R and M1–M5. The
absence of negative eigen values among all calculated
frequencies veried the optimized geometries at true minimum
in potential energy surfaces. The UV-vis spectra of M1–M5 was
calculated in THF solvent at TD-DFT/B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of
theory using conductor-like polarizable continuum model
(CPCM).45 The data obtained from Gaussian calculations was
plotted by using Origin 8.0 program. The DFT/B3LYP/6-
311G(d,p) level of theory was used for calculations of frontier
molecular orbital (FMO) analysis, charge transfer, density of
state, cation, anion and neutral molecule calculations of R and
M1–M5. Density of state (DOS) which supports the distribution
of electron density is calculated by using PyMOlyze 2.0
program.46 The reorganization energy calculations of R andM1–
M5 were also computed by using B3LYP/6-311G (d,p) level of
theory. The external reorganization energy (lext) and internal
reorganization energy (lint) are the two major parts of reorga-
nization energy. The external environmental relaxation and
effect of polarization on external surrounding medium are
explained by lext. On the other hand, quick changes in the
internal structure are enlightened with the assistance of lint. In
our study, external environmental effect is neglected and only
internal reorganization energy is discussed. Hence, reorgani-
zation energy of the hole (lh) and electron (le) are calculated
with the assistance of following eqn (1) and (2).

le ¼ [E�
0 � E�] + [E0

� � E0] (1)

lh ¼ [E+
0 � E+] + [E0

+ � E0] (2)

In these eqn (1) and (2), E�0 and E+0 are the energies of anion and
cation calculated from the optimized structures of neutral
molecule respectively. The E� and E+ indicate the energies of
optimized anionic and cationic structures respectively. The
E0� and E0+ corresponds the energy of the neutral molecule
calculated at the anionic and cationic states respectively. The
single point energy at ground state is represented by E0.47
3. Results and discussion

The focus of present probe was to theoretically design novel
triazatruxene-based donor materials with promising acceptor
units and predict their optoelectronic properties. For systematic
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 26402–26418 | 26403
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designing, triazatruxene-based experimentally synthesized D–
p–A metal free organic dye JY05 (named as reference R in this
study) was used.29 The reference R structure is composed of
three blocks: triazatruxene as donor (D) unit, benzene ring as p-
conjugated bridge and rhodanine-3-acetic acid (RAA) as
acceptor (A) moiety. The screening of pendant acceptor group is
an important factor and plays a key role in D–p–A congura-
tions for achieving ne photovoltaic properties. Therefore, with
a motivation to develop novel materials with excellent photo-
voltaic properties, structural tailoring of R was made by
considering it prototype and keeping the donor, p-bridge part
xed and replacing the end-capped moiety (RAA) with different
acceptor blocks.

Five new molecules namely; M1, M2, M3, M4 and M5
were designed by decorating the acceptor moiety (RAA) of R
with 2-(4-(dicyano-methylene)-2-thioxothiazolidin-3-yl)
acetic acid (A1), (E)-2-(4-(1-cyano-2-methoxy-2-
oxoethylidene)-2-thioxothiazolidin-3-yl)acetic acid (A2),
(Z)-2-(30-ethyl-40-oxo-2,20-dithioxo-30,40-dihydro-20H,5H-[4,50-
bithiazolylidene]-3(2H)-yl)acetic acid (A3), (Z)-2-(40-
(dicyano-methylene)-30-ethyl-2,20-dithioxo-30,40-dihydro-
20H,5H-[4,50-bithiazolylidene]-3(2H)-yl)acetic acid (A4) and
2-((4Z,40E)-40-(1-cyano-2-methoxy-2-oxoethylidene)-30-ethyl-
Fig. 1 Molecular structures of reference R and designed molecules M1–

26404 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 26402–26418
2,20-dithioxo-30,40-dihydro-20H,5H-[4,50-bithiazolylidene]-
3(2H)-yl)acetic acid (A5) respectively. The structures of M1–
M5 are portrayed in Fig. 1.

For the estimation of optoelectronic properties of R, ve DFT
based functionals including B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP, MPW1PW91,
uB97XD, LC-BLYP and two basis sets 6-31G(d,p), 6-311G(d,p)
combination were used.

The lmax values of R in gas phase with B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP,
MPW1PW91, uB97XD and LC-BLYP functionals are found to
be 374 nm, 356 nm, 395 nm, 345 nm, 306 nm with 6-31G(d,p)
basis set and 376 nm, 361 nm, 397 nm, 350 nm, 312 nm with 6-
31G(d,p) basis set respectively. On the other hand in solvent
(THF) phase, lmax values of R are computed to be 442 nm,
369.75 nm, 412 nm, 359 nm, 317 nm and 443 nm, 374 nm,
413 nm, 363 nm, 323 nm with 6-31G(d,p) and 6-311G(d,p) basis
sets in conjunction with B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP, MPW1PW91,
uB97XD and LC-BLYP functionals respectively. The reported
value of R (456 nm) is compared with DFT ndings simulated in
bar chart and displayed in Fig. 2. It is evident from Fig. 2 that
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level calculations in THF are found in good
agreement with experimental ndings as compared to other
functionals. Thus, B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) functional is opted for
auxiliary computations of reference R and designed molecules
M5.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 2 Simulated bar chart for reference R (in gas and solvent THF) with B3LYP, CAMB3LYP, MPW1PW91, uB97XD, LC-BLYP functionals and 6-
31G(d,p), 6-311G(d,p) basis sets.
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(M1–M5). The optimized geometries of designedmoleculesM1–
M5 calculated at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory are shown
Fig. 3. The DFT and TD-DFT computations were performed on R
and M1–M5 to describe how end-capped acceptor group
modications affects the optical, photophysical and photovol-
taic properties of the organic sensitizers.
3.1 Frontier molecular orbital diagram

It is known that charge transition character of dyes is strongly
inuenced by the distribution of frontier molecular orbitals
(FMOs) of sensitizers. In terms of band theory, HOMO refers as
valence band, while LUMO corresponds to the conduction
band. The FMOs energy gap (Egap ¼ ELUMO � EHOMO) is
a representative signature found on photovoltaic materials.48–53

PCE of solar cells are intimately associated to FMOs energies
and their energy band gaps. The Egap predicts the driving force
for exciton dissociation and open circuit voltage (Voc). It also
characterize the electron transport properties, dynamic
stability, chemical hardness, chemical reactivity and soness of
the molecules.54 In DSSCs, organic dye act as a photo-sensitizer
and its major role is to sensitize the photoelectrode with large
band gaps. Aer adsorption of the dye on photoelectrode
surface, excited electron upon illumination is injected into the
photoelectrode surface. For better optical transitions which
lead to photo-induced electron transfer from dye to the semi-
conductor, dye sensitizers HOMO–LUMOs location and their
energy level must need to match the conduction band edge
(CBE) level of the semiconductor and iodine/iodide redox
potential. Thus analysis for distribution of charges on FMOs
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
particularly the charge-separated between virtual and occupied
orbitals is important to understand the optical properties and
electronic behaviour of the investigated compounds during the
excitation process.

Assuming all these considerations, FMOs analysis have been
performed on R and M1–M5 molecules at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)
level of theory. The results of FMOs investigation including
HOMO energy (EHOMO), LUMO energy (ELUMO) and Egap values
are tabulated in Table 1. The FMOs contour surfaces illustrating
the density distribution pattern of electrons and charge transfer
in HOMO and LUMO are displayed in Fig. 4.

Table 1 indicates that EHOMO and ELUMO values of R are
found to be �5.299 eV and �2.790 eV respectively which lead to
narrow Egap value of 2.509 eV. The EHOMO of M1, M2, M3, M4
and M5 are computed as �5.398, �5.418, �5.320, �5.422 and
�5.444 eV respectively. On the other hand, the values �3.563,
�3.452, �3.312, �3.925 and �3.980 are assigned to the ELUMO

values of M1, M2, M3, M4 and M5 respectively. Overall among
all investigated molecules (R and M1–M5), the lowest values of
EHOMO and ELUMO are shown by M5 indicating the highest
stabilized HOMO and LUMO in M5 due to the extended
conjugation of strong electron withdrawing end-capped moiety
A5. The highest value of HOMO and LUMO is noted in R. The
HOMO and LUMO values of M1 are found to be lower than
HOMO and LUMO values of R and M3 respectively, indicating
the better withdrawing effect of dicyano groups present in end-
capped acceptor A1. On the other hand, HOMO, LUMO values
in case of M1 is observed larger than M4, M5 corresponding
values proving the better efficiency of M4 and M5 due to extra
rhodanine ring equipped with dicyano group in end-capped
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 26402–26418 | 26405



Fig. 3 Optimized molecular geometries of reference R and designed molecules (M1–M5) at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.

Table 1 The EHOMO, ELUMO and energy gap (ELUMO � EHOMO) of R and
M1–M5 in eV at DFT/B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory

Molecules HOMO (EHOMO) LUMO (ELUMO)
Egap ¼
ELUMO � EHOMO

R �5.299 �2.790 2.509
M1 �5.398 �3.563 1.835
M2 �5.418 �3.452 1.966
M3 �5.320 �3.312 2.008
M4 �5.422 �3.925 1.497
M5 �5.444 �3.980 1.464

RSC Advances Paper
acceptor A4 and combination of one cyano and ester group in
end-capped acceptor A5 respectively. In case of M2, the HOMO
and LUMO levels are found more stabilized than R and M3
corresponding energy levels which indicate the less signicant
efficiency of acceptor moieties RAA in R and two rhodanine
rings in M3 as compared to end-capped acceptor A2 of M2.
Similarly, HOMO and LUMO values ofM2 are found larger than
M4,M5 values indicating that end-capped acceptor moieties A4
and A5 in M4 and M5 respectively withdrawing the charge
efficiently due to extended conjugation and presence of strong
pulling cyano and ester groups. The HOMO value of M3 is
26406 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 26402–26418 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 4 HOMOs and LUMOs of reference R and designed molecules (M1–M5) at B3LYP/6311G(d,p) level of theory.

Paper RSC Advances
computed close to Rmolecule due to absence of extra cyano and
ester groups in end-capped acceptor A3 unit, while LUMO
energy level is found more stabilized than R which results in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
narrow Egap value than R. The case ofM4 is similar toM5 which
contain the most stabilized HOMO and LUMO energy level
values than R, M1, M2 and M3's HOMO, LUMO values. Overall,
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 26402–26418 | 26407
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HOMO and LUMO values of all investigated molecules are
found to be in following decreasing order: R > M3 > M1 > M2 >
M4 > M5 and R > M3 > M2 > M1 > M4 > M5 respectively.

Another important tool to describe the charge transfer is the
Egap value. The highest Egap value (2.509 eV) among all investi-
gated compounds (R and M1–M5) is found to be in R due to
reduced electron withdrawing effect of RAA acceptor as
Fig. 5 The DOS around the HOMOs and LUMO of reference R and the

26408 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 26402–26418
compared to end-capped acceptors A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5. It can
be seen from Table 1 that Egap value in designed compounds
(M1–M5) are diminished as compared to R. This proves that
designed compounds M1–M5 will show efficient optoelectronic
properties as compared to R molecule. The Egap values of
investigated compounds are found in the range of 1.464–
2.509 eV. InM1, reduction (of 0.674 eV) in energy gap value than
designed molecules M1–M5 at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 2 Computed transition energy (E), maximum absorption wavelengths (lmax), oscillator strengths (fos), transition natures of compounds,
dipole moment (D)a

Molecules
Calculated
lmax (nm) Expected lmax (nm) Ex (eV) fos Major MO assignments Dipole moment (D)

R 443.22 456 (ref. 29) 2.79 0.81 H�2 / L (97%) 6.962
M1 550.69 2.25 0.64 H�2 / L (99%) 9.312
M2 541.97 2.28 0.69 H�2 / L (98%) 12.003
M3 577.01 2.14 0.68 H�2 / L (98%) 7.262
M4 619.66 2.00 0.29 H�3 / L (96%) 7.976
M5 649.26 1.90 0.42 H�3 / L (94%) 11.192

a H ¼ HOMO, L ¼ LUMO, H�1 ¼ HOMO�1, H�2 ¼ HOMO�2, etc.

Fig. 6 The UV-visible absorption spectra of reference R and designed

Paper RSC Advances
R is noticed with Egap value of 1.835 eV due to strong pulling
nature of dicyano groups present in end-capped acceptor A1
unit as compared to R. The Egap value of M1 is computed
smaller than R, M2, M3 implying the better efficiency of A1
acceptor moiety than A2, A3 containing one cyano, one ester
group and two rhodanine rings respectively. The Egap value of
M2 is observed narrower than R, M3 due to extended conjuga-
tion and presence of one cyano, one ester group in A2 acceptor.
However, M2 energy gap is found wider than M1, M4 and M5
due to less pulling nature and electron withdrawing character-
istic of end-capped acceptor moiety A2 as compared to A1, A4
and A5 acceptors respectively. Similar the HOMO, LUMO values
ofM3, Egap values are also found smaller than only R and larger
than M1, M2, M4, M5 indicating the efficiency of end-capped
acceptor A3 only better than R acceptor moiety RAA. In M4,
Egap becomes more abridged to 1.497 eV which is smaller with
respect to R, M1, M2, M3 and greater than M5 Egap value only.
The lowest energy gap value is marked inM5 with 1.464 eV value
(1.045 eV smaller than R) owing to strong electron withdrawing
capability combined with extended conjugation present in end-
capped acceptor A5 with respect to other acceptor moieties RAA,
A1, A2, A3, A4. Overall, energy gap values of investigated mole-
cules are marked in the following decreasing order: R >M3 >M2
> M1 > M4 > M5 which is in accordance with the decreasing
order of LUMO values. Preceding discussion also evident that
power of end-capped acceptor moieties are in inverse relation
with the band gap value and increased in the following order
RAA < A3 < A2 < A1 < A4 < A5.

Furthermore, partial density of states (PDOS) analysis of R
and M1–M5 molecules has been performed at B3LYP/6-
311G(d,p) level of theory to support the FMOs diagram
(Fig. 4). For in Fig. 5 is supported the facts described in FMO
diagram.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 and evident from Fig. 5 that
distribution pattern of electron density is altered around LUMO
and HOMO due to strong pulling and electron withdrawing
effect of end-capped acceptor moieties. In R, the HOMO is
populatedmainly on donor part and LUMO on the other hand is
concentrated equally on acceptor unit and on neighbouring
bridge. Similar effect is observed in designed molecule M1,
where HOMO is located mainly on donor segment and LUMO
density is seen uniformly on acceptor A1-bridge part. In case of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
M2, M3 and M4, the HOMO charge density is spread on donor
unit and minute charge is seen on bridge part, while LUMO is
distributed primarily on benzene ring (bridge) and end-capped
acceptor units A2, A3 and A4. The case of M5 is bit different
from all other molecules containing HOMO charge density only
on donor unit, LUMO part is mainly populated over pendant
acceptor A5 and partially on bridge part. On the whole, these
density distribution patterns indicate that delocalization of
electrons is occurred and healthy amount of charge is trans-
ferred in all designed molecules M1, M2, M3, M4 and M5 from
donor segment to acceptor unit with the assistance of bridge
part.

4. Optical properties

In order to assess the photophysical properties of reference R29

and designed molecules M1–M5, UV/vis absorption spectra in
THF solvent has been computed employing TD-DFT at B3LYP/6-
311G(d,p) level of theory. The results obtained from spectral
analysis including maximum absorption wavelengths (lmax),
oscillator strengths (fos), transition energy (Ex), transition
natures of compounds and dipole moment values are summa-
rized in Table 2.
compounds M1–M5.

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 26402–26418 | 26409
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The simulated absorption spectrum of all investigated
molecules (R andM1–M5) are shown in Fig. 6 which exhibit two
absorption peaks of each investigated molecule namely main
and secondary absorption peak respectively.

The results mentioned in Table 2 indicate that maximum
absorption peak of reference R is observed at 443.22 nm which
are comparable to their corresponding experimental absorption
maximum value 456 nm. We can clearly see from the results
that lmax values are strongly affected by electron withdrawing
end-capped acceptor moieties which caused the red shi in
absorption spectra.41 Results also indicate that all investigated
molecules (reference R and designed M1–M5) exhibit absor-
bance in the visible region. The absorption band of designed
molecules M1–M5 covers the range from 541.97 nm to
649.26 nm. Overall, maximum absorption values of designed
M1–M5 molecules are observed greater in magnitude and red
shied than lmax value of reference R (Table 2 and Fig. 6).

The reference R molecule is found to have the lowest lmax

value among all studied molecules. The maximum absorption
peaks of M1–M5 are computed at 550.69 nm, 541.97 nm,
577.01 nm, 619.66 nm and 649.26 nm respectively. The intro-
duction of strong electron withdrawing dicyano acceptor group
A1 in M1 molecule successfully increased (red shi) the
absorption maximum value to 550.69 nm which conrmed the
effectiveness of A1 acceptor as compared to RAA acceptor
moiety in R molecule. The lmax value of M2 (541.97 nm) is
observed bit smaller than lmax value ofM1 but found red shied
as compared to reference R which proved that end-capped
acceptor A2 containing one cyano and one ester group effi-
ciency is greater than RAA of R but less than A1 acceptor effi-
ciency. Replacement of RAA of R with two rhodanine rings
(acceptor A3) in M3 further enhanced the lmax value to
577.01 nm. The introduction of strong electron withdrawing
dicyano group on second rhodanine ring in end-capped A4
acceptor further improved the maximum absorption wave-
length to 619.66 nm in M4. The enhancement of lmax value in
M4 conrmed the better efficiency of end-capped moiety A4 as
compared to A1, A2 and A3 units. Among all studied
compounds, the highest lmax value (649.26 nm) and red shi is
found inM5 due to extended conjugation combined with strong
pulling character of A5 acceptor motif. The best efficiency of
end-capped acceptor A5 in maximum red shiing the lmax value
Table 3 Reorganization energy and calculated dipole moments of
reference R and designed molecules (M1–M5) at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)
level of theory

Molecules le
a (eV) lh

b

R 0.0223 0.0086
M1 0.0236 0.0124
M2 0.0218 0.0127
M3 0.0246 0.0069
M4 0.0253 0.0066
M5 0.0212 0.0062

a Reorganization energy of electron. b Reorganization energy of hole.
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is in accordance with the large lowering of energy gap ndings
as discussed above. Overall, designed molecules M1, M2, M3,
M4 andM5 exhibit red shi of 107.46 nm, 98.75 nm, 133.79 nm,
176.44 nm and 206.03 nm as compared to reference Rmolecule
respectively. The lmax values of reference R and designed M1–
M5 molecules are found in the following increasing order: R <
M2 < M1 < M3 < M4 < M5.

Another important factor that offers useful insights into the
charge transfer character is transition or excitation energy of
investigated molecules. Literature suggests that molecules
holding lower transition energy values contain higher charge
transport ability, easy excitation between HOMO to LUMO,
hence, high power conversion efficiency. The highest excitation
energy is marked with 2.79 eV value in reference compound R.
The introduction of strong electron withdrawing end-capped
acceptor units lowers the excitation energy values in designed
molecules M1–M5. Therefore, computed transition energy
values of designed molecules M1–M5 are found less than
reference molecule R. The excitation energy value of M1, M2,
M3 and M4 are found to be 2.25, 2.28, 2.14 and 2.00 eV
respectively. The lowest excitation energy value 1.90 eV is found
in M5 due to combined effect of extended conjugation and
strong electron withdrawing end-capped acceptor A5. The
decreasing order of excitation energy values of all investigated
compounds are found exactly in accordance with the increasing
lmax order: R > M2 > M1 > M3 > M4 > M5. In a nut shell, M5
contain the lowest transition energy, least energy gap and
highest lmax value which is considered as an ideal condition of
a material for utilization of its optoelectronic properties in solar
cell applications.

The preceding discussion concludes that all designed
molecules M1–M5 contain lower transition energy and higher
lmax value which lead to better optoelectronic properties than
reference R molecule. Therefore, all designed molecules
particularly M5 may have the potential to use as a donor
material in solar cell applications.

5. Reorganization energy

Another tool to evaluate the performance of organic solar cells is
reorganization energy (electron and hole). The reorganization
energy is linked with the charge mobilities. Reorganization
energy and charge mobilities are in an inverse relationship; the
lower the reorganization energy, the higher the charge mobil-
ities. It depends on many factors, but is mainly inuenced by
the geometry of the cations and anions according to eqn (1) and
(2). The anionic geometry indicates the electron transfer from
the donor material, while the cationic geometry shows the hole
in acceptor material. The overall reorganization can be used to
calculate the charger transfer between the donor and acceptor
unit. Reorganization is classied into two parts; internal reor-
ganization energy (lint) and external reorganization energy
(lext). The external reorganization deals with the polarization
effect on the external environment while the internal reorga-
nization provides information on quick changes in the internal
geometry. Here, we neglect the external environmental effects in
our study and discuss only the internal reorganization energy.39
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 7 The value of open circuit voltage (Voc) of reference R and designed molecules M1–M3 with respect to the acceptor moiety PC61BM.

Fig. 8 The value of open circuit voltage (Voc) of reference R and designed molecules M1–M5 with respect to the acceptor moiety BTP-4Cl.

Fig. 9 Molecular orbital diagram of reference R and designed mole-
cules M1–M3 donors with PC61BM acceptor.
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The energy cost for change of geometry from neutral to charge
or from charge to neutral specie can be estimated from intra
molecular reorganization energy employing Marcus equation.55

kET ¼
�
4p2

h

�
� t2

�
1

4plskT

�1=2X
v0
expð�SÞSv

0

v0

exp

0
B@ðDG� þ ls þ v0ħhWviÞ2

4lskT

1
CA (3)

In this equation, kET represents the transfer rate of electrons.
The electronic coupling between the states is represented by T
in the above equation. The ls and DG� denotes the reorganiza-
tion energy and Gibbs free energy change respectively. Where

S ¼ li

ħhWvi
The li in term of reorganization energy can be explained from
above relation which indicates that electron transfer rate (kET)
will be higher if smaller will be the geometry relaxation. If
similarity exists between geometry of the neutral (nal) and
ionized (initial) states, then transfer of electron may take place
without waiting for the occurring of vibrations. On the other
hand, lacking of similarity between geometries require wait for
vibrations to occur which orient the acceptor unit into an
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
orientation analogous to donor part, hence, transfer of elec-
trons may take place. The transfer of electrons is an activated
process which entails vibrations that will set up the system for
movement of electrons. To count the reorganization energy
value of investigated molecules (R and M1–M5), calculations
have been performed at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory and
results for the reorganization energy values of electron and hole
are collected in Table 3.
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 26402–26418 | 26411



Fig. 10 Molecular orbital diagram of reference R and designed
molecules M1–M5 donors with BTP-4Cl acceptor.
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Results mentioned in Table 3 indicate that designed
molecules contain excellent hole (lh) and electron (le) mobil-
ities. The reference molecule R is found to have le value of
0.0223 eV. As compared to reference compound R, the
designed molecules M1, M3 and M4 are found to be with
greater le value of 0.0236, 0.0246 and 0.0253 eV respectively.
On the other hand, M2 and M5 exhibit relatively small le

values 0.0218 eV and 0.0212 eV respectively which denotes the
high electron mobility in these compounds as compared to
reference R molecule. The smallest le value among all inves-
tigated molecules is marked in designed molecule M5 which
implies the best mobility of electrons among donor and
acceptor units. The le values of all investigated molecules are
found to be in following decreasing order: M4 > M3 > M1 > M4
> R > M2 > M5.

A comparison between reorganization energy of hole (lh)
values for all investigated molecules (R and M1–M5) are
made in Table 3. The lh value of reference molecule R is
observed as 0.0086 eV. The designed molecules M1 and M2
shows bit larger lh values 0.0124 eV and 0.0127 eV respec-
tively as compared to R. The remaining designed molecules
M3, M4 and M5 are noted with small lh value of 0.0069 eV,
0.0066 eV and 0.0062 eV as compared to reference
molecule R respectively. Compound M5 is found to be the
best for hole transport mobility due to its lowest lh value
0.0062 eV among all investigated compounds (R and M1–
M5). The lh values of all investigated molecules are found to
be in following decreasing order: M2 > M1 > R > M3 > M4 >
M5.

It is well evident from above discussion that designed
molecules are ne candidates for electron and hole mobilities.
On the whole, the reorganization energy values of hole (lh) are
found smaller as compared to reorganization energy values of
electron (le) for all investigated molecules (R and M1–M5)
which points out that the designed molecules are best for hole
charge carrier. Furthermore, designed moleculeM5 is proven to
be best candidate for both electron and hole transport mobil-
ities due to its smallest le and lh values.
26412 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 26402–26418
6. Open circuit voltage

Another important factor used to describe the performance of
organic solar cells is open circuit voltage (Voc).56 It tells the
maximum amount of current which can be drawn from any
optical device.47 The Voc is actually the zero current at maximum
voltage that can be obtained from any device. Different factors
on which Voc relies are; external uorescence efficiency, charge-
carrier recombination, work functions of the electrodes, light
source, temperature of solar cell device, light intensity, envi-
ronmental factors, types and energy levels of materials. Mainly,
Voc depends on both light generated and saturation current that
help the recombination in devices. The difference between
donor and acceptor molecules corresponding HOMO and
LUMO energies is approximately proportional to Voc. To achieve
higher Voc, HOMO level of donor molecule should be low
enough while acceptor molecular LUMO level should be with
higher value.57

In present quantum chemical exploration, Voc results for R
and M1–M5 are computed using two famous acceptor mole-
cules. Firstly, the HOMO energy levels of our investigated
reference R and designed donor molecules M1–M3 are
compared with LUMO energy level of renowned acceptor poly-
meric material PC61BM (see Fig. 7). Secondly, recently reported
acceptor molecule (BTP-4Cl) with record breaking efficiency of
over 16% and increased Voc values58 are used to compare the Voc
results of our investigated compounds R and M1–M5 (see
Fig. 8). The Voc of PC61BM is changeable and relies entirely on
the donor materials that combine with it. For example, Voc of
PC61BMwith well-known donormaterials PBDB-T, PTB7-Th and
P3HT are found to be 0.78 eV,59 0.75 eV,60 and 0.66 eV (ref. 61)
respectively. The HOMO and LUMO levels of recently reported
BTP-4Cl molecule are �5.68 eV and �4.12 eV respectively.58

The theoretical values of open-circuit voltage (Voc) of the
solar cells have been calculated from the equation proposed by
Scharber and his co-workers62 expressed as follows:

Voc ¼ (|ED
HOMO| � |EA

LUMO|) � 0.3 (4)

The calculated results are displayed in Fig. 7 and 8. The Voc
value of reference molecule R with respect to HOMOdonor–

LUMOPC61BM energy gap is found to be 1.29 V. It is quite fasci-
nating that designed molecules M1, M2 and M3 with respect to
LUMOPC61BM energy gap reveal higher open circuit voltage
values of 1.39 V, 1.41 V and 1.32 V respectively as compared to
reference molecule R. The reason for higher Voc value of
designed molecules than reference R molecule is due to the
lower HOMO level of M1–M3 as compared to HOMO level of R.
The HOMO level of donor molecules are observed in following
decreasing order: R >M3 >M1 >M2. The Voc value ofM1 (1.39 V)
is noticed 0.10 V greater than the reference R.

Similarly,M2 Voc value is computed 0.12 V greater than the R
and 0.2 V greater than M1 molecule. In case of M3, Voc value is
found 0.3 V greater than reference R but less than designed
molecules M1 and M2.

Similarly, eqn (4) is utilized to calculate the Voc values of R
and M1–M5 with respect to the LUMOBTP-4Cl. The Voc value of R
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 11 (a) Optimized geometry ofM2:PC61BM complex at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. (b) Charge transfer between donorM2 (HOMO) on
left (L) side and polymer acceptor PC61BM (LUMO) on right (R) side at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.
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is found to be 0.87 V which is the least one among all investi-
gated compounds. An increase of 0.10 V from the R molecule is
observed inM1 with Voc value of 0.97 V. SimilarlyM2 is found to
be with Voc value of 0.99 V which is 0.12 V and 0.2 V greater than
the R and M1 molecules respectively. The Voc value of M3 is
computed as 0.90 V, which is 0.3 V larger than reference R but
less thanM1 andM2. TheM4molecule took the second place in
terms of highest Voc value marked as 0.13 V larger than refer-
ence molecule R. The highest value of open circuit voltage
1.02 V among all investigated molecules is measured in
designed molecule M5 which is 0.15 V larger than reference
molecule R. Overall, open circuit voltage of investigated
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
molecules (R and M1–M5) with respect to HOMOdonor–

LUMOBTP-4Cl energy gap is noticed in accordance with the
reverse HOMO energy level order as:M5 >M4 >M2 >M1 >M3 >
R.

It can be seen that that Voc values of R, M1, M2 and M3 are
found to be with similar order (M2 > M1 > M3 > R) and with
similar difference (of 0.10 V, 0.12 V and 0.3 V) when compared
with both PC61BM and BTP-4Cl acceptors results.

It is well evident from above discussion that designed donor
molecules M1–M3 (except M4 and M5) are suitable candidates
when combined with PC61BM polymer acceptor. On the other
hand, all designed molecules M1–M5 when compared with
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 26402–26418 | 26413



Fig. 12 (a) Optimized geometry of M5:BTP-4Cl complex at B3LYP/6-
311G(d,p) level of theory. (b) Charge transfer between donor M5
(HOMO) on left (L) side and polymer acceptor BTP-4Cl (LUMO) on
right (R) side at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.
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recently reported molecule BTP-4Cl containing record breaking
efficiency exhibit appropriate open circuit voltage values greater
than the reference molecule R, hence are suitable potential
donor materials for enhancement of optoelectronic properties.
The compound M5 particularly exhibit lowest HOMO and
highest open circuit voltage values and can be considered as
potential donor candidate in solar cell. Since, HOMO and
LUMO energy gap is an important tool to enhance the power
conversion efficiency of solar cell by transition of electrons from
donor to acceptor segments. Therefore, molecular orbital
diagrams of R, M1–M3 and R, M1–M5 with respect to PC61BM
polymeric acceptor and recently reported BTP-4Cl molecule are
drawn in Fig. 9 and 10 respectively.

7. Charge transfer analysis

To analyze the charge transfer characteristic of investigated
molecules, the designed molecule M2 and M5 with reasonable
electron and hole mobility due to low electron and hole reor-
ganization energy values respectively have been selected among
all studied molecules. For charge transfer analysis, complex of
M2 molecule is formed with renowned acceptor polymeric
material PC61BM. Similarly, complex formed between donorM5
and recently reported acceptor molecule (BTP-4Cl) with record
breaking efficiency is also used to examine the transfer of
charge.

The interaction between M2 donor and PC61BM acceptor
takes place in such a pattern that overall orientation of acceptor
PC61BM becomes parallel to M2 molecule in which functional
group side of PC61BM orients toward donor part of M2, while
ball side of PC61BM point out toward acceptor A2 side of M2
molecule (Fig. 11a).

The electronic structure of the M2:PC61BM complex is
signicantly affected by the relative orientation of M2 and
PC61BM which facilitate the transfer of charge among donor
and acceptor segments. Similarly, the relative orientation of the
complex formed between M5 and BTP-4Cl indicates that M5
wraps around BTP-4Cl to large extent. The central core of BTP-
4Cl is observed close to the central part of the M5 molecule
during wrapping orientation (Fig. 12a).

The dipole moment of both complexes are calculated
because the presence of dipole fromM2 andM5 to the acceptor
has been suggested as the reasons for efficient exciton dissoci-
ation at the M2/PC61BM and M5/BTP-4Cl interfaces.63–66 The
dipole moment in both M2:PC61BM and M5:BTP-4Cl systems
are due to the electrostatic interactions of permanent electric
moment of M2 and M5 with that of PC61BM and BTP-4Cl
respectively. The literature suggests that polymer side mainly
governed the dipole moment in such complexes. The direction
of dipole in our study is found to be in line with this statement.
In both studied complexes M2:PC61BM and M5:BTP-4Cl, the
origination of dipole moment vector takes place from polymer
acceptor face and directs in the direction of pendant donor part
of designedmoleculesM2 andM5 respectively. TheM2:PC61BM
and M5:BTP-4Cl complexes are initially optimized at B3LYP/6-
311G(d,p) level of theory and FMO analysis has been per-
formed using same functional to evaluate the electronic
26414 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 26402–26418
structure and spatial distribution pattern of HOMO–LUMO
around the complexes. The optimized geometries and results
for HOMO and LUMO of M2:PC61BM and M5:BTP-4Cl
complexes have been shown in Fig. 11 and 12 respectively. It
can be seen from Fig. 11 that HOMO charge density in
M2:PC61BM complex is populated on A2 acceptor part of the
donor M2 molecule (Fig. 11b (L)). On the other hand, LUMO
charge density is distributed on polymer acceptor PC61BM
(Fig. 11b (R)). Similar and favourable charge transfer is observed
in case ofM5:BTP-4Cl complex in which HOMO is populated on
the acceptor A5 part of theM5 donor molecule. While, LUMO is
concentrated on the central core of the polymer acceptor BTP-
4Cl which indicate the successful transfer of charge from
HOMO (donor) to LUMO (acceptor). Overall, orbital analysis
clearly depicts that HOMO to LUMO excitation is actually
transfer of charge from donor designed molecules M2 and M5
to polymer acceptors PC61BM and BTP-4Cl respectively.

Such type of transitions involving shiing of charge density
from donor to acceptor segments transitions reects the
superposition of orbitals between the molecules which is
a concrete evidence of charge transfer between different
moieties.
8. Transition density matrix (TDMs)
and exciton binding energy (Eb)

The nature of transitions in reference molecule R and
designed moleculesM1–M5 was estimated by computing the
transition density matrixes (TDMs). The TDMs for emission
and absorption of the S1 state are computed in vacuum
using B3LYP method and 6-311G (d,p) basis set combination
and results are displayed in Fig. 13. Due to small contribu-
tion of hydrogen atoms in transitions, the effect of hydrogen
atoms has been ignored by default in present study. TDMs
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 13 Transition density matrix of reference R and designed molecule (M1–M5) at S1 state.
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method is a key point which enables us to estimate the (i)
electron hole localization; (ii) electronic excitation and (iii)
excited state interaction among acceptor and donor units.67
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
To study these effects, we divided our reference R and
designed molecules M1–M5 into three segments namely;
donor (D), p-bridge (B) and acceptor (A).
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 26402–26418 | 26415
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The TDMs diagrams indicate that reference R and M3
molecules exhibit similar behaviour in which electron coher-
ence is partially available on the diagonal of donor, more on the
bridge segment and mostly present on the end-capped acceptor
moieties. The electron coherence in M1, M2 and M4 display
similar trend and minutely available on donor part (non diag-
onal), more on the bridge segment and mainly present on the
end-capped acceptors. The TDMs diagram of M5 conrms that
electron coherence is not seen on the donor part, bridge unit
contain partial electron coherence andmain electron coherence
is present only on end-capped acceptor moiety. The behaviour
of electron coherence in reference R and designed molecules
M1–M5 conrm that electron are successfully migrated from
donor part to bridge unit which act as a facilitator for transfer of
electron from donor to acceptor segments without trapping
them and nally the electron charge density is reached to
acceptor segments.

Furthermore, the decreasing order for coefficient of inter-
action connecting acceptor and donor segments is; R >M3 >M1
>M2 >M4 >M5. This sequence implies that the coupling of the
hole and the electron of M5 may be lower with respect to the
other investigated molecules, but it could show higher and
easier exciton dissociation in the excited state.

The binding energy results indicate that the designed
molecule M5 contain the biggest amount of charges which may
be dissociated into separate charge easily. This result describes
the highest charge dissociation efficiency of M5 molecule
among all studied molecules (R and M1–M5). Furthermore, the
charge dissociation ability of designedmoleculesM1–M5 is also
found higher than R which implies that designed moleculeM1–
M5 would largely increase the overall current charge density Jsc
as compared to reference molecule R. Overall, Jsc value will be
largely increased by M5 molecule due to its highest charge
dissociation efficiency among all investigated molecules.

Another promising factor that helps to evaluate the exciton
dissociation potential, optoelectronic properties and perfor-
mance of organic solar cells is the binding energy (Eb). The
interaction of the coulombic forces among hole and electron is
also estimated with the assistance of binding energy. A direct
relation exists between binding energy and coulombic interac-
tion between hole and electron which both in turn is inversely
proportional to the exciton dissociation in excited state.

This implies that, higher Eb value results in higher
coulombic interaction between hole and electron, hence, lower
Table 4 Calculated HOMO–LUMO energy gap EH–L, Eopt first singlet
excitation energies, and the exciton binding energies (Eb)

Molecules EH–L (eV) Eopt (eV) Eb (eV)

R 2.509 2.15 0.359
M1 1.835 1.578 0.257
M2 1.966 1.636 0.330
M3 2.008 1.691 0.317
M4 1.497 1.219 0.278
M5 1.464 1.210 0.254
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exciton dissociation will produced in excited state. The binding
energy (Eb) values of reference R and designed molecules M1–
M5 are calculated using following eqn (5).

Eb ¼ EH–L � Eopt (5)

In eqn (5), EH–L denotes the energy gap difference between
HOMO and LUMO. The Eopt indicates the least amount of
energy needed for rst excitation which is obtained from S0 to S1
rst singlet excited state energy by producing pair of electron
and hole.68,69 The theoretical results obtained for Eb values of
reference R and designed molecules M1–M5 are collected in
Table 4.

The Eb value of reference Rmolecule is found to be 0.359 eV.
It is quite fascinating that binding energy of designed mole-
cules M1–M5 is measured lower as compared to reference R
molecule. The Eb values ofM1,M2,M3,M4 andM5 are found to
be 0.257, 0.330, 0.317, 0.278 and 0.254 eV respectively. The
decreasing order for binding energies of reference and designed
molecules is R > M2 > M3 > M4 > M1 > M5. These results with
highest Eb value of reference R and lowest Eb value of M5 are in
good agreement with transition density matrix results.
9. Conclusion

In summary, we have rational designed ve novel triazatruxene-
based D–p–A metal-free organic donor materials (M1–M5) from
experimentally synthesized dye (R) using screening of different
acceptor moieties. Quantum chemical calculations have been
applied to explore the electronic structures, absorption spectra
and photovoltaic properties of M1–M5 for use as donor mole-
cules in organic solar cells. Overall due to better electron
withdrawing end-capped acceptor moieties, the optoelectronic
properties of designed molecules (M1–M5) found better than R.
All designed molecules (M1–M5) exhibit reduced energy gaps in
the range of 1.464–2.008 eV as compared to reference molecule
(2.509 eV). Particularly, M5 displayed the lowest energy gap of
1.464 eV value (1.045 eV smaller than R) owing to strong elec-
tron withdrawing capability combined with extended conjuga-
tion present in end-capped acceptor moiety A5. All designed
molecules M1–M5 showed absorption spectrum in visible
region and broader in the span of 550–649 nm as compared to
reference R (443 nm), especially M5 with highest lmax value
649.26 nm and lowest transition energy value 1.90 eV was
accredited to the strong electron withdrawing end-capped
acceptor A5 with respect to other end-capped acceptor moie-
ties RAA, A1, A2, A3, A4. The open circuit voltage (Voc) with
respect to HOMOdonor–LUMOPC61BM ofM1–M3 was found in the
range of 1.39–1.41 V higher than R Voc value 1.29 V. Similarly,
Voc values of R and M1–M5 with respect to the LUMOBTP-4Cl of
recently reported molecule BTP-4Cl containing record breaking
efficiency are found in the span of 0.90–1.02 V. Among all
investigated molecules, the highest Voc value with respect to
LUMOBTP-4Cl acceptor was shown byM5 (1.02 V) which is 0.15 V
greater than reference Rmolecule. The designedmoleculeM5 is
proven to be the best candidate for both electron and hole
transport mobilities due to its smallest le (0.0212 eV) and lh
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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(0.0062 eV) values among all studied molecules. The binding
energy of designed molecules M1–M5 is measured low, hence
high exciton dissociation in excited state as compared to
reference R molecule. Conclusively, all designed donor mole-
cules (M1–M5), especially M5 due to extended conjugation
combined with electron withdrawing end-capped acceptor A5
hold promising optoelectronic properties and therefore are
suitable donor materials for their use in organic solar cells.
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